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Sinatra has a lot to answer for, quite frankly. That delicious transition 
from early spring to consistently warm, lazy summer days has me gazing 
heavenward at the azure blue sky, dreaming of my next convertible car.

To me, the perfect time of day to drop the top is a crisp early morning 
or when the sun is silently sighing towards the horizon, the limitless sky 
still blue and fading to majestic purple. Or in a balmy night lit by a 
million warm stars. 

Driving a convertible car with the top down exemplifies the high life 
and after all there are things that you notice with the roof down that 
escape you in a tin-top. Birds singing and the aromas, for example, 
when you are near a braai or by the sea, freshly cut grass or a fragrant 
wisteria hedge. We feel more alive in the open air compared with being 
cocooned in fabric-and plastic-lined steel. Manual soft-tops can be 
opened or closed in a few seconds. The automatic, press-button, soft or 
hard-tops are a wonder of metallic origami and on some cars can be 
opened even as you approach the car or at speeds of up to 40km/h. 

Good music, superb driving roads (if you look carefully) and some of 
the world’s most beautiful scenery combine to make South Africa a 
great place to get out of your tin-top and into a soft-top for the summer. 
But what to drive?

The summer-wind, came blowin’ in – from across the sea
It lingered there, so warm and fair – to walk with me

All summer long, we sang a song – and strolled on golden sand
Two sweethearts, and the summer-wind

Like painted kites, those days and nights – went flyin’ by
The world was new, beneath a blue – umbrella sky
Then softer than, a piper – one day it called to you

And I lost you, to the summer-wind
The autumn wind, and the winter wind – have come and gone

And still the days, those lonely days – go on and on
And guess who sighs his lullabies – through nights that never end

My fickle friend, the summer-wind.

Mercedes SL500

Ah, the     summer-wind 
Mercedes SL
Let’s get straight to the latest version of the legendary two-seater 
Mercedes SL. There’s not been a duff model in its 60-year history. This is 
the sixth generation of the SL. Its styling bears many of the cues of past 
SL’s, like the wide-mouthed front grille, the power bulge on the bonnet 
and the air intake behind the front wheels. 

No sports car feels as effortless and just right, as soon as you climb 
into it. The structure is now pretty much all-aluminium, saving 110kg 
over the outgoing model. The new SL500 returned 9 litres/100km and 
212g/km of CO2 in the combined cycle on the Cape Town test route, 
but is capable of even better. An unobtrusive stop start system and 
7spd, 7G-Tronic Plus, auto gearbox optimises performance and 
environmental imperatives. Despite all this, the SL500 will thrust its 
way to 100km/h from rest in an exhilarating 4.6secs.
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Cheap open alternatives...
Vespa scooter from R15 000

Beach Buggy from R30 000

MG Roadster from R70 000

BMW Z3 from R70 000

Peugeot 206 cc from R70 000

Audi TT from R100 000

Mini from R110 000

Don’t bother. Try walking...
Chrysler Sebring 2.7 from R230 000

Volvo C70 2.5 from R60 000

Lexus SC 430 from R320 000

Tunes for top-down motoring...
Radar Love, Golden Earring

Staying Alive, BeeGees 

Any Café Del Mar

Any Michael Bublé

The Top Gun Theme 

Any Cinematic Orchestra 

Any Norah Jones

Any Freshly Ground ... doo-bee, doo-bee, doo-buy-yay!

Franschhoek pass near Cape Town confirmed that this SL handles better 
than any version before it. Standard semi-active suspension offers a compliant 
ride that also handles indecently well. Convertibles are often compromised 
in the handling department, but not this one. The 4.6-litre V8 is a mighty 
power plant with lots of urge throughout the rev band, providing a  
storming soundtrack to make the aural open-top pleasure even greater.

The roof retracts in just 20 seconds and the electric draught-excluder 
that pops up out of the rear deck is a work of art. It is a really, really, 
exquisite car that will grow on you the more time you spend with it. It’s a 
precision instrument, rapid and everything you’ll ever need in a convertible. 
You will, however, need R1 635 000 to have one parked on your drive...

Alfa Romeo Spider Duetto
Let’s graduate to the other end of the scale for the next open aired 
blast. The 1966-1969, Alfa Romeo Spider Duettos. Often referred to as 
the roundtail, this beautiful car was initially poorly received by the 
press. Time has long since caught up with the Spider’s design and this 
unmistakable classic Italian shape, has never been replicated 
successfully by the company.

A Duetto was prominently featured in the movie The Graduate, 
starring Dustin Hoffman. They are incredibly fun and extremely 

‘cult car’ status need not cause you financial meltdown 
this summer. How about an open top car that you can 
simply hose out when it’s filled with sand from a lazy 
afternoon on the beach?

Launched in 1948, Land Rover went on to become so popular that it is 
claimed to be the first vehicle to have been seen by a third of Earth’s 
population. In the 1960s, Land Rover held 90% of key 4×4 markets, but 
by the 1970s they’d lost market share to Japanese rivals, like the Toyota 
Land Cruiser. Early Land Rovers are still fairly plentiful and many have a 
metal roof that simply unbolts for that coveted, wind in the face mobility.  

An eclectic choice for summer would be a short wheelbase open top. 
Noisy and agricultural, these characterful cars use 2.25-litre petrol 
engines producing an underwhelming 54 kW, but it’s enough to keep 
up with modern traffic and deliver world class off road abilities. The 
Series IIA was feted in films and television documentaries set in Africa 
throughout the 1960s and you too can have your own Born Free 
moment this summer from just R20 000.

But if you have forty times that budget burning a hole in your off 
shore account, consider probably one of the world’s most admired 
sports cars ever. A Jaguar E-type is the peerless open top car, claimed to 
be capable of 240km/h and 0-100km/h in 7 seconds, this impossibly 
stylish work of art is a design that has transcended the decades. It is as 
much in demand today as it was when it bowed in half a century ago. 
Nothing else maintains a sense of magic like an E-Type.

Open-top driving is a great luxury and elicits all sorts of emotions, no 
matter what your budget. Choose carefully, buckle up and drive, but 
remember, life is about the journey not just the destination. 

distinctive cars. There’s something timeless about the singularly simple, 
delicate lines of the car. A lusty 1750cc twin cam motor provides 88 kW 
of power. More than sufficient for classic, top down motoring so 
achingly stylish you’ll turn heads that modern convertibles simply 
can’t. All this from just R60 000 and super resale value, it has to be the 
ultimate summertime classic bargain.

BMW M6
But if you want a four-seat continental express, look no further than the 
2012 BMW M6 convertible. It couldn’t be a more different car from the 
classic Alfa Romeo. Fitted with a twin-turbocharged, direct-injection, 
4.4-litre V-8, this German powerhouse whacks out 412kW at just 6 000 
rpm with 680Nm of torque. Stomp the accelerator and 100km/h comes 
at you in a horizon flattening 4.3 seconds.

BMW’s Dynamic Chassis Control allows the driver to switch the 
dampers among three settings ranging from Comfort to Sport Plus, 
making it relaxed and comfortable or dynamic and sporty. The price for 
this crushingly, capable sports tourer? Set aside R1 485 500. 

Before you get too comfortable in the R1million plus 
bracket, let me suggest a thrifty alternative. Classic, 

Open-top driving is a great luxury and elicits all sorts of 
emotions, no matter what your budget. Choose carefully, 

buckle up and drive, but remember, life is about the 
journey not just the destination

BMW M6

Alfa Romeo Spider Duetto


